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The concept of a complement plays an important role in lattices. In fact, every (uniquely) 
complemented finite lattice is a Boolean lattice (see [1, p. 297]). As is well known, the hypercubes 
are the covering graphs (the Hasse diagram graphs) of Boolean lattices, and thus, it is natural to 
ask how one should define the concept of a complement in the case of graphs in order to be able 
to characterize the hypercubes, and which other properties of (uniquely) complemented lattices 
one can find for complemented graphs. 
Let G = (V, X) be an undirected connected graph without loops. We denote by d(v, w) the 
shortest distance between two points of G, and the diameter diam (G) is max(d(v, w) I v, w E Y}. 
A u - v geodesic is a shortest path between the points u and v. A nonempty pointset A is called 
a convex (geodetically closed pointset), if A contains every point v on any a - b geodesic with 
a, b E A. Thus, the pointset V and each pointset inducing a complete graph determine a convex. 
Clearly, the nonempty intersection of two convexes is a convex, too. We denote the least convex 
containing the pointset B by [B]; it is the intersection of all convexes containing the pointset B. 
If B is a convex of G, then clearly [B] = B. All points adjacent o a point v constitute the 
neighborhood N(v) of v. Now we are ready to define the concept of a complemented graph. A 
graph  G -- (V, X) is complemented  if it is connected, contains at least two points, and the 
following three conditions hold for G. 
(i) For every point v of G, there exists a unique point v' of G such that d(v, v ~) = diam(G). 
(ii) For every point w E N(v), the point w ~ belongs to the neighborhood N(V). 
(iii) Let A be a convex of G. If [AU{v}] = V, then v' • A, and i fv '  • B, then [[B] U{v}] = V. 
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By the definition, a complemented graph G is uniquely complemented, and thus, (v~) ~ = v. 
If u and w are two points of G having a common adjacent point t (i.e., t E N(u)  A N(w) ) ,  then 
by (ii), there is a unique point t ~ with t ~ C N(u  ~) N N(w' ) .  Accordingly, if t is adjacent o u 
and w, then t ~ is adjacent o u ~ and w ~. By using (ii) repeatedly, we see that if there is a geodesic 
ul, u2, . . •, urn- 1, urn, then U~l, u~2, . • •, urn' - 1, urn' is a u~ - um' geodesic. 
By a direct calculation one can show that every hypercube is a complemented graph. Moreover, 
each even cycle C2n with n -- 3, 4, 5, . . .  is a complemented graph, too, and thus, the hypercubes 
(or Boolean graphs) constitute a proper subclass of complemented graphs. As is well known, 
there is a connection between hypercubes Qn and Q,~-I: Qn = K2 × Q,~-I, where n = 2, 3 , . . . ,  
/(2 = Q1 is the complete graph of two points and x means the product of graphs (see [2, 
Chapter 2]). This leads us to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. I f  G1 and G2 are complemented graphs, then the product G1 x G2 is a comple- 
mented graph, too. 
PROOF. By the definition of the product of graphs, if ulo ,U l l ,u12, . . .  ,u ln is a UlO - uln ge- 
odesic in G1 and u20,u21,u22,. . .  ,U2m a u20 - -U2r n geodesic in G2, then each combination of 
these paths in the graph G1 x G2 = G is a (ulo,u20) - (ul~,u2m) geodesic in G. This im- 
plies that da((UlO, u20), (ul,~, U2m)) = dal (Ulo, Uln) + da~ (u20, u2m) = n + m and, consequently, 
diam(G1 x G2) = diam(G1) + diam(G2). Moreover, if u~ is the complement of Ul in G1 and u~ 
the complement of u2 in G2, then da((u l ,  u2), (u~, u~)) = diam(G1) + diam(G2), and hence, for 
each point (ul,u2) of G1 x G2 there is at least one point with the distance diam(G) far from 
(ul, u2). If there is another point (vl, v2) ~ (u~, u~) with da((Ul, u2), (vl, v2)) -- diam(G), then 
de1 (ul, vl) = diam(G1) and da2 (u2, v2) = diam(G2). Because G1 and G~ are complemented, the 
Property (i) of complementarity implies that vl = u~ and v2 = u~; a contradiction. Hence, there 
is for each point (Ul, us) of G a unique point with the distance diam(G) far from (ul, u2). This 
proves the Property (i) for G = G1 x G2. 
(ii) Assume that (Vl, v2) • N((u l ,  u2) in G. Clearly, either ul = Vl and u2 • N(v2) in G2 or 
Ul • N(v l )  in G1 and u2 = v2. In the first case, since G2 is complemented, we have v~ • N(u~) 
' N(u~, u~2) in G. The proof in the second case is similar and in G2, and thus, (vl, v2) -- (u~, v~) • 
hence omitted. Thus, (ii) holds G. 
(iii) Let A = A1 ® A2, where ® stands for the Cartesian product of sets, be a convex of G. 
Clearly, Ai is a convex of Gi for i = 1, 2. Assume [A U {(Vl, v2)}] = V = V1 ® V2. Then the 
projection [Ai U {vi}] of [A U {(vl, v2)}] on Gi equals Vi, and since Gi is complemented we have 
! I l = (V 1, V2) • ® A2 = A. v i • Ai for i 1, 2. Thus, A1 
Assume (v~, v~) • B = B1 ® B2. Thus, v~ • Bi and since Gi is a complemented graph, we have 
[[Bi] u {vi}] = Vi for i = 1, 2. Then [[B] U (vl, v2)] = V1 ® V2 = V and (iii) holds. 
By (i)-(iii), the assertion of the theorem holds. 
The distributivity of lattices is equivalent to the prime ideal intersection property, and thus, 
the finite (uniquely) complemented lattices have the prime ideal intersection property. Does the 
complemented graphs have a similar property? We call a nonempty convex P of a graph G a 
pr ime convex,  if the pointset V \ P is a convex of G, too. Note that V is not a prime convex 
because the set V \ V is an empty set, and thus, not a convex. The graph G is a pr ime convex 
in tersect ion  graph,  if every convex (5 V) of G is the intersection of prime convexes of G. 
Before proving the prime convex intersection property of complemented graphs, we need some 
auxiliary results. 
LEMMA 2. In a complemented graph G, there is for each point v, a pr ime convex P(v)  containing 
the point v. 
PROOF. Clearly, there is a maximal convex M containing the point v and not the point v'; 
in the extreme case M = {v}. According to the maximality of M, [M U {w}] contains the 
point v' for every point w • V \ M. Because M contains the point (v')' = v, we have, by (iii), 
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[MU{v' )U{w}] = [MU{w}] = V for everyw e V \M.  This shows that V\M = {y' [ y • M}.  If 
V \ M is not a convex of G, then V \ M contains two points a and b such that all points (except a 
and b) on some a - b geodesic are from the set M. Let this geodesic be a, cl, c2, . . . ,  cm-1, cm, b. 
, . . . ,  . . .  ' V\M.  By( i i ) , there isana ' -b 'geodes ica ' ,c~ c~2, cm_ l , c~,b 'w i tha ' ,b '  • M andeS, ,c m • 
This contradicts the convexity of M, and hence, the set V \ M must be a convex of G proving 
the prime convex property of M = P(v). 
According to a result of Nachbin (see [1; Thm. II.1.22]), the set P(L)  of all prime ideals of 
a Boolean lattice L is unordered (i.e., every prime ideal of a Boolean lattice is maximal). This 
also holds for complemented graphs as seen in the following lemma. A convex A of a graph G is 
maximal, if A ~ V and there is no convex B ~ V containing A properly. 
LEMMA 3. In a complemented graph G, every prime convex is maximal and every maxima/ 
convex is prime. 
PROOF. Let P be a prime convex and w a point from V \ P. Because V \ P ~ V, w' ¢ V \ P, 
and thus, w' • P as well as [P U {w}] = V for every w • V \ P. This shows the maximality of P. 
Conversely, let A be a maximal convex of G. Thus, [A U {w}] = V for every point w • V \ A, 
and hence, V \ A = {y' I Y • A}. The convexity of V \ A can now be proved as in the proof of 
Lemma 1. 
The next theorem shows the prime convex intersection property of complemented graphs. 
THEOREM 4. In a complemented graph G, every convex is an intersection of prime convexes. 
PROOF. Let A be a convex of G. If there is for each point b • V \ A a prime convex PAb 
containing A and not b, then clearly the intersection of prime convexes  PAb is A. Choose a 
maximal convex M containing A and not the point b; in an extreme case, A is such a convex. 
By Lemma 3, M is a prime convex of G, and the theorem follows. 
For many reasons, n-cubes (hypercubes) have become important as architectural models for 
parallel computers. One reason is that the points of an n-cube can be labeled by n-tuples. In the 
following, we give a graph theoretical base for this labeling and show that the labeling is valid 
for a much wider class of graphs than the n-cubes and finally show the special abeling property 
of n-cubes. 
Let G be a prime convex intersection graph, and because ach point v of G is a convex, any v 
has a representation as an intersection of prime convexes. The basic property of prime convexes, 
P is a prime convex if and only if V \ P is a prime convex, shows that the prime convexes 
exist in couples. Thus, every prime convex intersection graph contains an even number 2m of 
prime convexes. If P is a prime convex, we denote by t5 the counterpart V \ P of P. Let us 
order the prime convexes of G as follows: choose a prime convex P and denote it by Pi and its 
counterpart by P{, and thus, we have two disjoint sets of m prime convexes {P1, P2 , . . . ,  Pro} and 
{P1, P2 , . . . ,  Pro}. Because Pi U P~ = V and Pi N P~ = O (i = 1,. . .  ,m), we have for every point 
v of G either v • Pi or v • Pi. Clearly, the convex v is the intersection of all prime convexes 
containing v, and the considerations above show that there are for any point v exactly m prime 
convexes containing v. We can now express this intersection, and thus, the point v, too, by 
an m-tuple of ones and zeros, which indicates the m prime convexes containing the point v as 
follows: the ith place of the m-tuple refers to the couple Pi, Pi such that "v • Pi ¢* there is 1 on 
the ith place" and "v • Pi ¢e, there is 0 on the ith place". Thus, the points of any prime convex 
intersection graph containing 2m prime convexes can be labeled by m-tuples of zeros and ones. 
This labeling shows that, if G has 2m prime convexes, then G can contain at most 2 m disjoint 
points. Furthermore, if there are 2 m points in G, the labeling must be unique. We collect the 
observations above as a lemma. 
LEMMA 5. I f  G is a prime convex intersection graph, it contains an even number 2m of prime 
convexes and each point v of G can be identified by an m-tuple of zeros and ones. Moreover, 
G contains at most 2 m disjoint points. 
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Since a hypercube is a complemented graph, it is a prime convex intersection graph. The 
following lemma shows the number of prime convexes in an n-cube. 
LEMMA 6. A hypercube Qn with n >_ 1 contains exactly 2n pr ime convexes. 
PROOF. In a hypercube Qn, there are 2 n points each of which has a unique representation as 
an n-tuple axa2. . ,  an, where each ai is either 0 or 1. On the other hand, each hypercube Qn 
also has the representation Qn = Q1 x Qn-x. This representation shows that each collection of 
points of Qn having on the ith place of the n-tuple the same digit constitute a subhypercube 
Qn-x. Because of the two possible digits on the ith place, we have two disjoint n - 1-cubes for 
each place i in the n-tuple, with i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Thus, there exists 2n different subhypercubes 
Qn-1 in Qn. 
Assume that a subhypercube Qn-1 is not a convex of Qn. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume that Qn-1 contains exactly those points of Qn having an n-tuple representation 
axa2. . ,  an with al = 0. By the assumption, there exists a geodesic ul, u2 , . . . ,  urn, m _> 3 such 
that u l ,um E Qn-1 and u2, . . .  ,Urn-1 ¢ Qn-1. As is well known, two points of a hypercube Qn 
are adjacent if and only if their n-tuples differ at exactly one place. Let aj laj2 • • • ajn be the 
n-tuple corresponding to the point uj, j = 1,. . .  ,m. Because u2, . . .  ,urn-1 ([ Qn-1,  aj l  = 0 
for j = 2 , . . . ,  m -- 1. But then the n-tuples laj2aj3. • • ajn with j = 2 , . . . ,  m - 1 correspond to 
points of Qn-1 which constitute a path, and moreover, la22, a23..,  a2,~ corresponds to ul and 
1am-l,2am-l,3 . . .  am- l ,n  to u,n. Thus this path, contained in Qn-1, is shorter than the geodesic 
ul, u2 , . . . ,  urn, and hence, Qn-1 is a convex. Similarly, we see that V \ Qn-1 is a convex, too, 
and thus Qn-1 and its counterpart V \ Qn-1 constitute a couple of prime convexes of Qn. This 
completes the proof. 
The following theorem shows the special roles of prime convexes and n-tuples corresponding 
points in an n-cube. 
THEOREM 7. A pr ime convex intersection graph is an n-cube i[ and only i f  the representation of  
each convex as an intersection o[ pr ime convexes is unique. 
PROOF. Let v be a point of a hypercube Qn with 2 n points. By Lemma 6, Qn contains 2n prime 
convexes P1, P2, - . - ,  Pn, P1, P2, . . .  Pn. By the n-tuple representation of points, any point v of a 
hypercube is the point in exactly n prime convexes. Since v is a convex, then v is an intersection 
of prime convexes. Moreover, the intersection of prime convexes, which contains exactly the 
point v, contains exactly n prime convexes. If there exists another, different representation of v 
by an intersection of prime convexes, then, since there exists exactly 2n prime convexes in Qn, 
in the intersection of these two intersections containing obviously the point v, there must be a 
prime convex P such that both P and t5 exist in this combined intersection. This implies that 
v E P A/5, which is absurd. Thus, the representation is unique. 
Conversely, let G be a prime convex intersection graph where each convex has a unique repre- 
sentation as an intersection of prime convexes. Let the number of prime convexes be 2n. Thus, 
each point of G has a unique labeling with an n-tuple, whence there are 2 n disjoint points in G. 
Let v and w be two points the n-tuples of which differ exactly in one, say ith, place. Assume that 
v = co, c l , . . . ,  ck-1, Ck = w is a v - -w geodesic of G. Because ach single point is a convex, there 
must be for every line cjcj+l, (j = 0 , . . . ,  k - 1) a couple Pj,/sj  of prime convexes eparating the 
points cj and cj+l as well as points v and w. Clearly, the k couples are disjoint. This means that 
in the ith place of the prime convex intersection of the point v, we may have k different prime 
convexes, and thus, the representation of v is not unique. Thus, k must be 1, and hence, two 
points, the n-tuples of which differ in exactly one place, are adjacent. This also shows that each 
point is adjacent o n points in G. 
Let Pi,/5i be a couple of prime convexes in G and let v E Pi. If the couple Pi, P~ does not 
separate the point v from a point ~ adjacent o v, then Pi is not necessary in the intersection 
representation f v, and thus, the intersection representation is not unique; a contradiction. Thus, 
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v is adjacent o a point ~ E Pi. On the other hand, 0 is the only point from Pi adjacent o v. If 
there is a point u E Pi adjacent o v, then u and ~ have the same n-tuple (and the same prime 
convex intersection, too), which is absurd. Accordingly, each point v of Pi is adjacent o a single 
point 0 of Pi and vice versa. Consider a point z E Pi adjacent to v: this means that their n-tuples 
differ in exactly one place, say in jth place. On the other hand, the point z is adjacent o 2 E Pi, 
and their n-tuples differ in exactly one place, in ith place. But then the n-tuples of the points 
and 2 differ in exactly one place (jth), and thus, if points v and z are adjacent in Pi, then 0 and 
5 are adjacent in/5~ and vice versa. Hence, Pi and Pi induce isomorphic subgraphs (Pi) and (Pi} 
of G, the corresponding points of which are adjacent. 
We complete the proof by induction on the number of prime convexes 2m. If m = 1, then P1 
and P1 can contain a single point, respectively, and we have the hypercube Q1 -- K2. Thus, 
assume that the unique prime convex intersection property implies a hypercube Qk for k < m, 
and consider the case k = m. Choose the couple Pro, Pm of prime convexes having the greatest 
subscript m. As shown above, the prime convexes Pm and P,~ induce isomorphic subgraphs (Pro} 
and {/sm) of G. It is easy to see, that Pi N Pm and/5i N Pm (i = 1, . . . ,  m - 1) are prime convexes 
in the induced graph {Pr~), and that the unique prime convex intersection property of points in G 
imply the same property of points in the graph (Pro) with 2(m - 1) prime convexes. Thus, by the 
induction assumption, the graph (Pro) is the hypercube Qm-1. Similarly, we see that (/sin) is the 
hypercube Qm-1, too. The proof above shows that the corresponding points of (Pm) and {/sin) 
are joined by a line, and hence, G = K2 × Qm-1 = Q1 x Qm-1 = Qm, and the theorem follows. 
There is another characterization f hypercubes based on the complementarity of graphs as 
given in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 8. A connected prime convex intersection graph G is a hypercube if and only K every 
convex of G induce a complemented graph. 
PROOF. Assume first that G is hypercube, A a convex of G, and Q,~ a least subhypercube 
containing A. Since A is not contained in a proper subhypergraph of Q~, A is greater than a 
maximal convex of Qn. This is possible only if (A) = Qn. Thus, each convex of a hypercube 
induces a complemented graph. 
Conversely, let G be a connected prime convex intersection graph, each convex of which induce 
a complemented graph. The set V is a convex of G, and thus, G must be complemented. We prove 
the assertion by induction on the number IV[ of points in G. The assertion holds obviously when 
[V[ = 1, 2. No connected graph with three points is complemented, and thus, the next connected 
graph satisfying the demands of the theorem is Q2. No other connected graph with four points 
is complemented, and hence, the assertion holds for [V I = 4. Assume that the assertion holds 
for IV[ < n and consider a connected prime convex intersection graph G with n points satisfying 
the demands of the theorem. Let P, 15 be a couple of prime convexes of G. If H, /~ is another 
couple of prime convexes in G, then H N P, /it A P is a couple of prime convexes in the graph (P) 
induced by P. Moreover, each convex of (P) is a convex of G, too, and hence, (P) and {/5) are 
connected prime convex intersection graphs, each convex of which induce a complemented graph. 
Then, by the induction assumption, (P) and (/5) are hypercubes. 
Since G is a complemented graph, we have a E P if and only if a' E/5, and since the complement 
of a point is unique, we have [PI = [/5[. Now it suffices to prove that G is a hypercube obtained 
by combining the hypercubes (P) and (/5/. Since G is a connected graph, there exist adjacent 
points a E P and fi E /5. By the complementarity of G, there exists a point a' E /5  such that 
d(a,a') = diam(G). Thus, diam(G) > diam({/5)) = diam({P)). Since d(fi, b) _< diam((/5)) for 
every point b E 15 and since a and ~ are adjacent points, we have diam(G) _< diam((/5)) + 1. 
Thus, diam(G) = diam((/5}) + 1. This implies that a ~, the complement of a in G, also is the 
complement of ~ in (/5). 
Let b E t5 be a point adjacent o a and b ~ ~. Since (t5) is a hypercube where ~ and a' 
are complements of each other, the point b is on an ~ - a' geodesic. But then the a - a ~ path 
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through/~ is shorter than the a - a' path through a, and thus, a' is not a complement of a in G; 
a contradiction. Hence, a is adjacent o the single point 5 in (/5). 
Let b 6 P be adjacent o a. If b is not adjacent o any point of/5, then the pointset (b, a, 5} 
is a convex of G inducing a path of three points, which cannot be a complemented graph; a 
contradiction. Thus, b must be adjacent o a point b of/5. As above in the case of a, we see 
that b is adjacent to a single point b of/5. If b is not adjacent to 5, then, since (t5) is a hypercube, 
is on an 5 - a' geodesic and d(a, b) = 2 < d(~, b), whence d(a, a') = d(5, a'); a contradiction. 
Thus, if b is adjacent o a in (P), then b is adjacent o a in (P). Accordingly, we have shown 
that for any point a 6 P, there exists exactly one point ~ 6 t5 adjacent o a and, moreover, two 
points a, b e P are adjacent if and only if the corresponding points a, b 6 /5  are adjacent. This 
implies that G as a combination of two hypercubes i a hypercube, and the proof is complete. 
A finite lattice is Boolean if and only if its lattice of ideals is Boolean, too. A straightforward 
generalization to complemented graphs cannot be done, because the concept of a convex in graphs 
(as well as in finite lattices) is wider than that of an ideal in (finite) lattices. In any case, a similar 
result can be proved as done in the following theorem. Let G be a prime convex intersection 
graph. In the graph of P(G) of prime convexes of G, the prime convexes of G constitute the set 
of all points and two points P1 and P2 are adjacent if and only if P1 N P2 # 0 in G. 
THEOREM 9. For every complemented graph G, the graph P(G) of prime convexes in G is 
complemented. 
PROOF. Let G be a complemented graph. By Theorem 4, G is a prime convex intersection graph. 
By the definition of a prime convex, the prime convexes exist in couples P,/5 with P n /5  = @, 
and hence, P and /5 are not adjacent in P(G). In a complemented graph, all prime convexes 
are maximal (Lemma 3), and thus, if there is for P another prime convex H with P n H = 0, 
then H C/5, which is absurd by the maximality of H. Hence, P n H # @ for all prime convexes 
H # /5 and P is adjacent o each point H # /5 in P(G). This shows that d iamP(G) = 2 
and there is for each point P of P(G) exactly one point /5 such that dR(G) (P,/5) = 2. Because 
Np(G)(P) = Np(G)(/5), Condition (ii) of the complementarity holds. 
Let A be a convex of P(G) such that [A U {g}] = Vp(G) for some prime convex H of G. As 
seen above, H is adjacent o every point P of P(G) except o /~.  Hence, /~ cannot be on any 
H - P geodesic with P E A, and thus, if [A tA {H}] = Vp(G), H must belong to A. Because H 
and /~r are not adjacent and Np(G)(H) = Np(G)([I), [B tA {H}] = Vp(G) for every convex B 
containing R in P(G). This proves Property (iii), and the complementarity of the graph P(G) 
follows. 
We have not succeeded in proving the converse of Theorem 9. A fact is that the graph P(G) 
of a connected prime convex intersection graph G does not determine G uniquely: for example, 
Q3 and C6 (6"6 is the cycle of six points) have the same graph P(G). 
Complemented graphs seem to be very regular. Unfortunately, this is not the case: consider 
the graph of a dodecahedron. Insert a new point to one face of the graph and connect it by a 
line to every point of the face. Insert and connect another new point to the opposite face of the 
graph. The graph of 22 points and 40 lines thus obtained is complemented but not r-regular. 
Thus, we ask for a Condition (iv) which characterizes the r-regularity of complemented graphs. 
As is known [3], hypercubes are fault-tolerant graphs. Many complemented graphs are also 
fault-tolerant, and thus, the ideas on how to construct complemented graphs are applicable when 
looking for new fault-tolerant graphs. This is the topic of our next paper. 
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